Abstract. We apply numerical radius and spectral radius estimates to the Frobenius companion matrices of monic polynomials to derive new bounds for their zeros and give different proofs of some known bounds.
Introduction
Let M n (C) denote the algebra of all n × n complex matrices. For A ∈ M n (C), let r (A), w (A), and A denote the spectral radius, the numerical radius, and the spectral norm of A, respectively. Recall that w (A) = max with equality if A is normal. Let p(z) = z n + a n z n−1 + · · · + a 2 z + a 1 be a monic polynomial of degree n > 2, where a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n are complex numbers with a 1 = 0. Then the Frobenius companion matrix of p is given by
−a n −a n−1 · · · −a 2 −a 1 1 0
It is well-known that the zeros of p coincide with the eigenvalues of C(p) (see, e.g. [7, p. 316] ). Hence, if z is any zero of p, then
In this paper, we obtain estimates for the numerical radius and the spectral radius of the Frobenius companion matrix and derive new bounds for the zeros of polynomials. Also, we give different proofs of some known bounds of Fujii and Kubo, Abdurakhmanov, and Kittaneh. Other related bounds can be found in [10, 11] , and references therein.
Main Results
In order to achieve our goal, we need the following lemmas. The first two lemmas are well-known and they can be found in [13] and [6, pp. 8-9] , respectively.
Applying the above relation to the block matrix 0 B C 0 , where B ∈ M k×m (C) and C ∈ M m×k (C), we have
and so
Here M k×m (C) is the space of all k × m complex matrices.
Lemma 2.2. Let L n be the n × n matrix given by
The third lemma contains numerical radius inequalities for general 2 × 2 block matrices. These inequalities are special cases of more general ones which have been recently given in [3] for Hilbert space operators.
where
Remark 2.4. It follows from the inequality (2.2) that
and so by Lemma 2.3,
(2.5)
It should be mentioned here that the weaker inequality (2.5) has been obtained in [12] . This inequality, in turn, is sharper than an earlier inequality of Hou and Du [8] , which says that
The inequality (2.5) has been recently employed in [2] to establish a general spectral radius inequality, which yields spectral radius inequalities for sums, products, and commutators of operators. In particular, it has been shown that if A and B are bounded linear operators acting on a Hilbert space, then
(2.6) Now, we are in a position to give our new proofs of the following known bounds. .
(2.7)
Proof. Let v denote the row vector −a n−1 −a n−2 · · · −a 2 −a 1 , and let A and B denote the n × n matrices −a n v 0 0 and L n , respectively. Applying the triangle inequality, and using the inequality (2.5) together with Lemma 2.2, we have
, from which the inequality (2.7) follows. Theorem 2.6 (Abdurakhmanov [1] ). If z is any zero of p, then
(2.8)
. The inequality (2.8) follows directly by applying the inequality (2.5) to the matrix C(p) (partitioned as above) and recalling that |z| ≤ w(C(p)). 
where u = −e iθ a n−1 + e −iθ −e iθ a n−2 · · · −e iθ a 2 −e iθ a 1 . Thus,
Now, by using the relation (2.10), the inequality (2.9) follows by applying Lemma 2.3 to the matrix C(p) = −a n v e 1 L n−1 and recalling that |z| ≤ w(C(p)).
Remark 2.8. Using the inequality (2.4), it is easily seen from our proofs of Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 2.7 that the inequality (2.9) is sharper than the inequality (2.8).
In [4] , Buzano obtained the following extension of Schwarz's inequality: If a, b, x are vectors in an inner product space, then
A simple proof of this inequality has been given in [5] . Employing Buzano's inequality, we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.9. Let A, B ∈ M n (C). Then
Proof. For any unit vector x ∈ C n , we have
Thus,
and so w(A + B) ≤ w 2 (A) + w 2 (B) + A B + w(B * A), as required.
It should be mentioned here that Lemma 2.9 can be extended in a natural way to Hilbert space operators.
Using Lemma 2.9, we derive the following new bound.
Theorem 2.10. If z is any zero of p, then
11)
where α = n j=1 |a j | 2 .
Proof. Let A and B be as in the proof of Theorem 2.5. Then the second inequality in (2.11) follows by applying Lemma 2.9 to the matrix C(p) written as C(p) = A + B, and noting that B * A = 0.
In the rest of the paper, we use the inequality (2.6) to give an estimate for the spectral radius of the Frobenius companion matrix C(p) and derive a new bound for the zeros of p. Proof. Let A and B be as in the proof of Theorem 2.5. Then the second inequality in (2.12) follows by applying the inequality (2.6) to the matrix C(p) = A + B, and noting that AB = α and BA = α.
Consider the polynomial p(z) = z 3 + 2z 2 + 1. Simple calculations show that the Fujii-Kubo bound in Theorem 2.5 is not uniformly sharper than our new bounds given in Theorem 2.10 and Theorem 2.11. In fact, if b F K = .
